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Written by esteemed experts Hitt, Ireland and Hoskisson, GOVERNANCE: COMPETITIVENESS
AND GLOBALIZATION, CONCEPTS AND EXAMPLES, . This article explores ideas about how

strategic and global issues can contribute to the spread of global competition and economic
efficiency in the long run. 2. Global Problems and Perspectives of World Competition In the 1950s,
American President Dwight Eisenhower's attempts to turn his country to war by means of a national

security system proposed by Franklin Roosevelt failed: the need to increase the efficiency of the
global economy forced him to reconsider his approaches. He realized that a careful and coordinated

program of price liberalization and free pricing had to be implemented, while maintaining such a
regulation of production that would ensure that every product put on the market would be sold at the
right price. As a result of the "velvet" revolution in 1985-1986. Deng Xiaoping, the former general

secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, was given power, on the one hand, over a system of
restrictions and regulations that severely restricted access to foreign trade, and on the other hand,

over national institutions and civil society, which were under powerful party pressure. 1.2.
Development of global competition The Chinese political system and economy, based on public

investment and central planning, has long operated in a regime of rigid self-sufficiency. In the late
1980s, Deng Xiaoping convinced the country's political leaders that, just like in the field of national

defense, state enterprise should be aimed at improving the efficiency of the economy. Direct
competition and private entrepreneurial activity were seen as insufficient incentives for economic
development and, therefore, held back the growth of capital investment. As a result, China's actual
balance of payments deficit widened to $5 billion by 1990, while inflation was approaching 50%.

Since that time, government investment, export subsidies and increased price controls in China have
become widespread. In 1985-1990, following the example of Yu. A. Gagarin, Deng Xiaopu

returned to space on the Shenzhou-9 spacecraft. In 1992, shortly after the launch of a Chinese Earth
remote sensing apparatus, Deng flew a Soviet spacecraft.
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